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About This Game

Labyrinth Simulator offers you a endless levels of labyrinths and imagination. In Labyrinth Simulator you are the part of the
game. Make your own level, publish it or download a level created by community, play it with your friends or play it with your
own. Endless levels, endless choises. Labyrinth Simulator offers you a great journey where you can solve a labyrinth with your

own or you can get help of your frinds on this journey.

Single Player

Play level created by us or created by community. You can save your own level on level builder and play it yourself.

Co-Op

You can tell your friends to join you in this awasome journey. 4 player allowed at once. Random spawn, who finds the exit first
is the winner.

Play featured level created by us or created by community.

Level Creator
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The journey will not end when you finish featured level on Labyrinth Similator. You can create your own levels, publish them
and get rating from community.

Be the part of the game. You can download level which is created by the community of the Labyrinth Simulator.
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I bought this game as a joke (although originally thought there might be something worthwhile)

- graphics are oversized and designed for mainly a enormous 37 inch flat screen, i'll assume that when the game is full screened
to 4k HD resolution, the entire game won't look like some kiddy's playtoy getting shoved into a game!
- options & game options etc aren't available at the first screen, instead you need to start a game to access the proper menu
system (most likely the developer has little or no understanding of game design & layout)

beware that due to the second point mentioned, the game will blare out the atrocious soundtrack that can't be turned off until
you get into a saved game etc, make sure you do not have your sound system turned on or up high!. I finished this game a couple
of weeks ago, and this game, along with Ubersoldier 2, Wolfschanze 2 (which is not bought through Steam) told me one thing:
game review is such a private thing that it differs so much among gamers. This game, except the last boss fighting level (which
is a waste of time), is filled with imagination and packed with intensive gameplay. The most significant feature is climbing up to
a high altitude, which is so exciting in different sceneries: the giant factory brings a terrifying and mysterious dream in my
childhood back, the beautiful city of Terra makes me like touring in an exotic world. The gunshots are blamed by many gamers
because it falls short in the feeling of shooting, but it doesn't matter because this games is not about gun fighting, its about
scenery and climbing, a feeling of journey in a wonder world. Of course, the last level of boss fight gave me a lesson: never
waste time on a boss that is too hard to beat!. Glad to see this on Steam! I don't know how many hours I put into it when it
orginally came out - at least 10 to 12 - but I'm looking forward to playing through it again with some enhancements. Not only
are the puzzles a fun challenge as the mechanics become more intricate later on, but the whole atmosphere of the game is very
engaging. I get a big smile on my face playing this.. smoking in a teen game thats bad but skin is still swag. Bought this to
support Fatshark. Love the game and hope for more content to come! :). I absolutely love these games!
The best of the lot (and the one I recommend starting with) is King's Quest VI(6).

DosBox can be frustrating, so instead I absolutely recomend using ScummVM:
https://www.scummvm.org/. TL:DR Version: If you like the Mystery Dungeon style of Roguelikes then you should buy the
game, it's worth it's asking price!

DragonFangZ is the third of a series of Mystery Dungeon style roguelikes. For those who might not know Msytery Dungeon
games are a pretty well reknowned collection of games made by the developer ChunSoft. ChunSoft where perhaps one of the
first developers to put in "meta-game progression" in their roguelikes all the way back on the Super Nintendo with their first
turn based dungeon crawling game Shiren the Wanderer.

DragonFangZ follows in these very familar footsteps with decent hand drawn character sprites. Items and potions that need to
be identifed and a warehouse system that allows the player to send items back to the "starting hub" so that they don't have to
start every run with no items. Of course like with most roguelikes, once you die in the dungeon you lose everything (character
levels included) and start back at level 1. There is only one playable chatacer and no character classes so your runs are typicaly
defined by what items and spells you can obtain during that run.

DragonFangZ has some things that makes it stand out and the most notable being the "BRAVE" system which is basicly a risk vs
reward style system. Sometimes the player kills a monster and obtains their "fang". The fang allows them to cast skills or spells
when equiped but they all have a cooldown period which only gets reduced by fighting enemies with no walls surrounding the
players character. This typicaly goes agasint what most games of this type teach you which is to use bottlenecks to your
advantage. The player will need to be careful though because encountering to many enemies at once will get you killed if you
are not perpared enough for the fight.

DragonFangZ is not an easy game, you will most likely die a lot and will curse the RNG gods from time to time. But the game
does a great job of teaching new players to the roguelikes how to actually play a roguelike despite is rather ropey translation.
The game will constantly keep telling you to observe monsters for their paterns and not to just blindly charge in to battle or
blindly put on potentaly cursed equipment. So for people looking in to getting in to these types of games DragonFangZ does a
pretty good job and I would recommend it even at it's no sale price.

The only con I can really think of is that this game is built with controllers in mind which is not surprising considering this game
came from the Nintendo Switch.
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If you check out most of my reviews, they are just under 1000 words long. Usually, I feel the need to write a long review talking
about what I feel is important. This is not such a case.

In short, it's a lot like Big Rigs, but better.

This game is... dreadful, but also kind of fun. The main reason its fun is because of how lighthearted it is, and how colourful
everything is, along with the pleasent, if repetitive music.

But it's also completely broken is almost every possible way. The environments are glitchy, the car controls kind of crappily, the
controls don't really work sometimes, and there isn't really much of a goal except to collect all the stuff in the level and go to the
next...

It really just that simple. Here's a level, collect the stuff, move on. That's it. No racing. No real need to do stunts at all. It's just...
here. Drive around and collect stuff.

Just to give an example of how broken this game is, I came across a bug after 4 mintues of playing where, if I jumped, and then
held the backwards key ("s" for me), I instantly started flying up into the air, and as long as I kept the key pressed, I kept going.
While this is actually kind of fun, and I would hate to see it removed, it does sort of highlight how broken this game is. Also,
every time I died, I couldn't access the first person viewpoint any more. No idea why, it just didn't let me. You can also drive
directly up vertical walls, and your car goes faster going backwards than it does forwards. Once again, this is actually kind of
awesome, and does have some fun in it, but I doubt they intended it to be like this.

It's a lot like Big Rigs in that sense. Terrible glitches, but ones that serve to be entertaining. Without them, the game would
ironically be a lot worse I feel.

At the same time, despite all of this, the game doesn't really lie about what it offers. You can do stunts, I guess, though there's
no reason too. And you drive a small car. It's sort of enjoyable, so what the hey. A thumbs up for now. Maybe I'll change my
mind later, but right now, it's 3:20am here in Australia, and I need to get some sleep.. got crushed everytime lol. First Try on
Cubesis

The video is here: http:\/\/youtu.be\/2XqvOkQuBZY

Cubesis is a turnbased strategy game. You try to balance your ressources in order to complete objectives. When all objectives
are completed you have won the mission.

From this perspective the game is quite good, because you need to keep track of your ressources and react accordingly.
Otherwise the game is going to punish you hard for that. So in the case of gamplay the game is quite challenging and fun at
times.

Audiowise it has to be said that the music is fairly nice. But when it comes to the soundeffects... The Cubies(the small people)
have really repetitive sound cues, the effects of floods, heat or cold and breaking of buildings is inherently louder than the other
sounds of the game.

When it comes to the graphics the game leaves a lot be desired. The animations are clunky and don't work most of the time. The
game has a zoom function, but all you get to see is a lot of pixels. Even on 1080p the text is not pleasent to your eyes. All in all it
just looks cheap.

So we come to the final verdict: Is it worth it? It's 4\u20ac therefore you can forgive some of the flaws... but definitely not all of
them. If you can forgive the game these flaws and you are enthusiast when it comes to ressourcebalancing maybe then the game
is something for you.
But generally speaking I don't see much that justifies a full price purchase.

I know the final verdict in the video is different to the one right here, but in the end, after taking a second look I decided that
the game is not safe to recommend.. Perfect. That's it.
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Keep updating Chinese language for other ROTKs. I will buy them all and recommend to other people around.
PS: Uncharted Waters 1-4 they also have Chinese translation. Bring those updates to Steam and all people here are going to pay
for sure.. Very "microtransactional" but still a fun mSorpg (massively Solo online role playing game.... thanks f'ing WoW)
without having to buy shiz. Groups and guilds exist, but not really necessary for 100's of hours of enterscapement (have played
outside Steam). They are down to one PvE and one PvP server.... might die soon.

The mature, visceral and brutal nature of combat and the game world remains a standout. If you've read the R. Howard works,
you'll see frequent hints of the original Conan vision and that is VERY satisfying. When the Howard-Lovecraft syncopy comes
through, its mesmerizing *if you're into that kind of thing).

Get a taste b4 it is gone for good.. I find it really interesting and well made escape the room game, the puzzles and level are
really fun.

Since this is an Early Acess, I expect that the developers will improve the Vive controls with more motion control and
roomscale. I'm really looking forward to new levels too!
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